Abstract. Action languages allow for compactly describing dynamic domains. They are usually implemented by compilation, e.g., to Answer Set Programming. To this end, we developed a tool, called Coala, offering manifold compilation techniques for several action languages. We provide an overview of the salient and distinctive features of Coala as well as an experimental comparison of them.
Coala at Work
Coala starts with parsing an action description by means of an easily adaptable bison++-based parser before compiling it into a non-ground logic program. This program is grounded by Gringo and optionally extended by further ground facts before trajectories are generated via clasp. In what follows, we sketch the major compilation features of Coala illustrated by constructs of C [1] .
To begin with, Coala generates via option -e either instance-based or direct encodings. For instance, the dynamic causal law <caused> -alive <if> hit <after> shoot. can be mapped onto either the fact caused(neg(alive),hit,true,shoot). or the rule -fluent_alive(T) :-not -fluent_hit(T), action_shoot(T-1). While a direct encoding is executable without further additions (cf. [6] ), an instancebased encoding relies on meta-interpretation through an accompanying encoding. Although we do not detail it here, such meta-interpretation is very flexible and thus an easy way to implement different strategies.
Another major feature of Coala is the usage of incremental ASP solving techniques (via option -i), as provided by iClingo.
1 In this case, an action description is mapped onto a parametrized threefold logic program
and Q[k] contain a parameter k ranging over positive integers. Program B describes static knowledge, independent of k. The role of P [k] is to capture knowledge accumulating with increasing k, whereas Q[k] is specific for each value of k. The goal is then to compute answer sets of program
In an incremental setting, the above dynamic law is mapped onto #cumulative t. -fluent_alive(t) :-not -fluent_hit(t),action_shoot(t-1). indicating that the rule belongs to P [t]; its ground instances are successively produced and accumulated in the solver. Similarly, declarations #base. and #volatile t. indicate whether a rule belongs to B or Q[k], respectively. Unlike this, a nonincremental setting is guarded by a fixed number of time steps t, provoking repetitive grounding of rules during iterative deepening search.
A third major feature is Coala's distinction between forward and backward (incremental) encodings (via option -r), depending on whether trajectories are successively extended from initial states or whether they are built backwards starting from final states. This is implemented by means of meta-interpretation. To get an impression, consider the following three "meta-rules": 1 { holds(F,-t), holds(neg(F),-t) } 1 :-fluent(F). fire(F,G,P,A,-t) :-caused(F,G,P,A), occurs(A,-t), holds(P,-t), holds(G,-t+1). :-fire(F,G,P,A,-t), not holds(F,-t+1). The first rule aims at guessing a predecessor state (time stamp -t). The second one determines firing dynamic laws. Third, the integrity constraint ensures that the effects of firing causal laws are consistent with the successor state (time stamp -t+1). Moreover, Coala supports LTL-like queries, using next, finally, globally, until, weak until, and release, viz. X, F, G, U, W, R, and aims at generating counterexamples. For instance, the simple LTL query LTL: X alive. asks whether the fluent alive is true in the next step in all trajectories. Following [10] , this is translated to ltl_counter_example :-ltl_f_2(0). ltl_f_2(0) :--fluent_alive(1). producing counterexamples in which the complement of alive holds. More complex LTL formulas require additional auxiliary rules and are omitted here for brevity.
Finally, a typical call of Coala looks as follows: coala -l b -i bw.alb | cat -bw.stat | iclingo 0 The options '-l b -i' tell Coala that bw.alb is written in B and that it should be compiled into an incremental ASP program. The latter is then augmented with static domain knowledge in bw.stat before iClingo is invoked to compute all answer sets for a minimum number of time steps. The interested reader is directed to [11] for more details on the language and usage of Coala.
Experiments
We conducted experiments in order to evaluate the different compilation techniques furnished by Coala. To this end, we confined ourselves to action language C and concentrate on combinations of several Coala options: '-n' enables dedicated handling of classical negation; '-i' produces an incremental encoding for iClingo; '-e' uses meta-interpretation (rather than direct encoding); '-r' uses backward encoding. The default setting includes none of these features. All experiments were run with iClingo (2.0.5), using clasp (1.3.2) in its default settings on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 2.66 GHz running Ubuntu GNU/Linux 9.10 with RAM usage limited to 1.5 GB. All programs were run sequentially as single threads on one CPU core.
Our results are summarized in Table 1 . The first two columns give the respective benchmark along with its horizon (#). Note that the next three columns use direct encodings, while the last three rely upon meta-interpretation. Column time is average CPU time from three runs per benchmark; stime is average time needed by the solver (in the final successful run during iterative deepening search; and in total for -i). An entry TO indicates timeout after 600 seconds, while MO means that the processes were aborted at 1.5 GB RAM consumption. The last row shows the average CPU time (and number of timeouts) over all benchmarks. In case of timeout, a time of 600 seconds was assumed.
Looking at the global outcome in the last row, we observe that incremental direct encodings (-i) perform best over all benchmarks (except for h04 and y04). Although worse, the incremental non-direct counterpart (-e -i) performs best on average among the meta-interpreted encodings. Changing to a more complex backward encoding (-e -i -r) does not lead to an improvement and yields two more memory exhaustions than the other meta-interpreted encodings. Pure meta-interpretation (-e), suffering from a grounding overhead, performs worst, despite of solving one more instance than the backward encoding. No clear difference was observable on the usage of built-in classical negation (-n), producing more integrity constraints than a dedicated treatment (default).
All in all, we observe that an incremental approach to action languages is largely beneficial. The usage of backward encodings may make a difference on particular problem classes. Although meta-interpretation appears to lead to less efficient encodings, it offers an easy way to experiment with different strategies.
